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ROSS CHAPTER 50:  Genesis 2:25-3:7 

25.  The two were naked, the man and his wife, but they were not ashamed. 

a. w,yh;y@I|wA:  QAL WCI 3mp  hyh 

b. w,#$#$\fb@ot;yI:  HITHPOLEL IMPF 3mp #$wb@  
1. Now, the serpent was the more cunning1 than all the living [things] of the field which ADONAI 

Elohim had made,2 and he said to the woman, “Did G-d3 indeed say, ‘you must not eat from any 

tree of the garden’?” 

a. hyFhf:  QAL PF 3ms hyh 

b. h#of(f:  QAL PF 3ms  h#o(  
c. rme)$y@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms rm) 

d. rma)f:  QAL PF 3ms rm) 

e. w,lk;)$t@:  QAL JUSSIVE (or IMPF) 2mp (negated) lk) 

2. The woman said to the serpent, “From the fruit of the trees of the garden, we may eat.” 

a. rme)$t@wA:  QAL WCI 3fs rm) 

b. lk')$n:  QAL IMPF 1cp lk)  

3. “But, concerning4 the fruit of the tree which [is] in the middle of the garden, G-d said, ‘Do not 

eat from it and do not touch it, lest you die.’” 

a. rma)f:  QAL PF 3ms rm) 

b. w,lk;)$t|:  QAL JUSSIVE (or IMPF) 2mp (negated) lk) 

c. w,(g,;ti:  QAL JUSSIVE (or IMPF) 2mp (negated) (gn 

d. Nw,t|mut@;:  QAL IMPF 2mp twm 

4. Then, the serpent said to the woman, “You will certainly not die.”5 

a. rme)$y@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms rm) 

b. twOm:  QAL INF ABSOLUTE twm 

c. Nw,t|mut@;:  QAL IMPF 2mp twm 

5. “For G-d knows that once you eat from it, your eyes will be opened and you will be like  

G-d6, knowing good and evil.”7  

a. (Ad'$y:  QAL ACT PTC ms (dy 

b. Mkel;kf)j:  QAL INF CONS lk) + 2mp pron. suff. 

                                                             
1 This might also be rendered “the most cunning” or “the shrewdest” (superlative rather than comparative). 
2 A pluperfect rendering works better here for the perfect than a simple past. 
3 Note that the narrative up to this point has spoken of ADONAI Elohim, but the serpent does not use the Tetragrammaton 
(covenant name of G-d).  The serpent, of course, is not in covenant with G-d; the man and his wife are.  It may be significant 
that the woman does not use the covenant name when speaking to the serpent.  Some suggest that she does not because the 
serpent has influenced her view of G-d, diminishing her reverence for Him, but I am not sure we can conclude that from the 
text. 
4 The preposition Nmi has a plethora of uses, including “concerning.”  Cf. BDB, Koehler-Baumgartner, and CHALOT (Holladay). 
5 Note that the particle of negation precedes the infinitive absolute here rather than the finite verb (as is usually the case).  This 
construction ratchets up the level of emphasis.  
6 This could also be rendered “gods” in the plural; neither treatment would conflict with the context. 
7 The serpent is calling G-d’s motive into question. 
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c. w,xq;p;nIw::  NIPH WCP 3cp xqp 

d. MteyyIh;wI:  QAL WCP 2mp hyh 

e. y('d;$y:  QAL ACT PTC mp (dy (in construct state) 

6. When8 the woman saw that the tree [was] good for food, and that it [was] attractive to the eyes, 

and the tree was desirable for making one wise she took from its fruit and she ate; and she gave 

also to her husband [who was] with her, and he ate. 

a. )ret@'wA:  QAL WCI 3fs h)r 

b. dmfx;nEw::  NIPH PTC ms dmx 

c. lyk@i#o;hal;:  HIPH INF CONS lk#o  
d. xq@at@iwA:  QAL WCI 3fs xql 

e. lka)$t@wA:  QAL WCI 3fs lk) 

f. Nt@'t@iwA:  QAL WCI 3fs Ntn 

g. lka)$t@wA:  QAL WCI 3ms lk) 

7. The eyes of the two of them were opened and they realized that they [were] naked, so they 

sewed together foliage of a fig [tree]9 and they made for themselves tunics. 

a. hnFx;qap,ft@iwA:  NIPH WCI 3fp xqp, 
b. w,(d;y@'wA:  QAL WCI 3mp (dy 

c. w,rp,;t;y@IwA:  QAL WCI 3mp rpt@  
d. w,#o(jy@AwA:  QAL WCI 3mp h#o( 

 

                                                             
8 The waw consecutive may be understood as introducing a temporal clause subordinate to the following verb. 
9
 The fig tree will come to represent Israel as the Biblical narrative progresses.  It might be noteworthy that as we 

approach the protoevangelion (Gen. 3:15), the fig leaf is already making an appearance.  The fig tree is unique in 
that its fruit appears before its leaves do, thus the leaves appear in order to cover the nakedness of the fruit just as 
its leaves covered the nakedness of “Adam and Eve.” 


